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FANTASTIC PETRA MAJDIC IN THE LADIES 10KM CLASSIC 
SHE WON THE 100TH RACE OF THE WORLD CUP IN VAL DI FIEMME

Great race of the Slovenian in the lead at Tour de Ski
In second position Kazakhian Kolomina, third Marianna Longa
Tomorrow, the final climb in Alpe Cernis


Dreamlike triple victory for Petra Majdic in Val di Fiemme (Italy). In the first of the two concluding days of the Tour de Ski 2010, the Slovenian champion has won everything there was to win. Majdic came first in the race, in front of the Kazakhian Elena Kolomina and the Italian Marianna Longa. Majdic is also the dominator of the Ladies Tour de Ski Sprint Overall Standing, where she was already in the lead after the first three races. And Majdic jumped in first position even in the Ladies Tour de Ski Overall Standing, waiting for tomorrow's final race on Alpe Cermis.
With her liberating scream at the finish line, Petra Majdic "shouted" to the entire world that this year she is a perfect "machine". From the start of today’s Ladies 10 km Classic Mass Start, the Slovenian athlete demonstrated her determination to win, and followed closely the Italian Arianna Follis, who started strong. But it took only a few hundred meters to the 30 year old Slovenian racer to be in the lead, followed  by Follis, the Norwegian Kristin Steira Stoermer and her main rival, Justyna Kowalczyk, who was leading the overall standings of the Tour de Ski till this morning.
Right behind the leading quartet, there were the Russian Evgenia Medvedeva and the Finnish Aino Kaisa Saarinen, who today had many difficulties from the beginning. This was a good news for Arianna Follis, who is third in the Ladies Tour the Ski overall standings, with Saarinen chasing her at 12 seconds.
However, the Italian racer lost position after position, and at km 3.3 she was 16th, over twenty seconds behind the lead.
Meanwhile, Majdic’s yellow tracksuit held firmly the first position and halfway through the race just Kowalczyk and Steira could keep up with her. In the rear, however, Marianna Longa began her comeback. At the km 6.6 Longa reached the seventh position, and then within few minutes she was able to reach the first ones, where there was a tight competition between Majdic, Steira and Kowalczyk, while in the rear Follis was the challenge against Saarinen.
At the eighth km, the 4 in the lead were undermined by the Russian Olga Savialova and the Finnish Rikka Sarasoja. The finale was very exciting. A few hundred meters from the entrance of the stadium, Justyna Kowalczyk slipped and lost ground – she closed in 23th position – while Majdic could fly alone towards the finish line. Close behind, however, Longa, Sarasoja and Kolomina started an incredible sprint, and Kolomina burnt the others and closed second, with the Italian and the Finnish who finished third and fourth.
Today’s race was the 100th World Cup race for Val di Fiemme in twenty years. In 1990, the World Cup debut in this valley in Trentino and the K90 jumping hill in Predazzo saw the victory of the Italian Roberto Cecon. At the end of the Ladies Tour de Ski 10km, a giant cake for the hundredth birthday was taken in the parterre by Majdic and by the Italian jumper Virginio Lunardi, who ranked third in that race in 1990.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com


Results:
1 MAJDIC Petra (SLO) 34:06.4; 2 KOLOMINA Elena (KAZ) 34:06.5; 3 LONGA Marianna (ITA) 34:07.4; 4 SARASOJA Riikka (FIN) 34:07.7; 5 FOLLIS Arianna (ITA) 34:08.8; 6 JOHANSSON NORGREN Britta (SWE) 34:08.9; 7 SAVIALOVA Olga (RUS) 34:10.8; 8 NYVLTOVA Eva (CZE) 34:10.9; 9 PAJALA Magdalena (SWE) 34:11.1; 10 ZELLER Katrin (GER) 34:12.4 


